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Abstract

This thesis investigates the intergenerational welfare effect of the design of solidarity buffers
as proposed in the new pension agreement in the Netherlands. Using the assumptions of
the seminal work of Merton (1969), where participants invest in a Black-Scholes market and
participants derive utility from the CRRA-utility function, we created four different models
with different rules to fill and distribute the solidarity buffer. Using the principle of certainty
equivalents, we compare the models with a solidarity buffer to a model with variable annuities
without a solidarity buffer. A solidarity buffer can create significant welfare gains for future
participants, however, this is at the expense of the current participants as they have to fill
the solidarity buffer. Using smart rules to fill and distribute the solidarity buffer, the welfare
loss of current participants can be decreased and the welfare gain of future participants can
be increased. Most of our models are also promising when participants have habit preferences.
Moreover, implementing smoothing of shocks on an individual level in our model leads to a
small welfare gain when participants have habit preferences. Facilitating smoothing of shocks
using the solidarity buffer, such that young participants can take over the risk exposure of the
retirees, can potentially lead to a higher welfare gain than smoothing of shocks on an individual
level. However, this also has many downsides.
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